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1.  Introduction 
 
The Predictive Model Markup Language or PMML is an XML markup language for statistical and data 
mining models that has been developed over the past several years by the Data Mining Group, a 
consortium of data mining vendors [DMG:2006]. 
 
Expressing models in PMML provides several advantages when deploying and maintaining data mining 
applications: 
 

1. Scoring.  By using PMML, one application can produce a PMML model using training data, 
and an entirely different application, running on an entirely different system, can consume 
the PMML model and a stream of data to score.  The latter is sometimes called a scoring 
engine. 

 
2. Model management.  When data mining applications are deployed, the statistical models 

used usually change over time.  Also, a single application can sometimes require several, or 
indeed many, different statistical models. Managing multiple models is simplified by using a 
repository or database of PMML models.  In this case, a scoring engine can simply query for 
the appropriate model and load it.  

 
3. Highly available applications.  Some data mining applications have the requirements that 

they are both highly available and yet can be updated from time to time.  There are two basic 
approaches to defining standards for data mining applications: declarative approaches, such 
as PMML, that describe the inputs, outputs, parameters, and metadata associated with a 
model, and process-oriented approaches  [Ferrucci:2004]  that define a work flow graph 
whose nodes are data mining processes and whose edges are data flows.  Declarative 
approaches are generally considered a safer approach when high availability is required since 
no new code is being used but rather data is just being read and processed. 
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4. Compliance.  Data mining applications in regulated industries such as financial services, 

insurance, or health care must sometimes ensure that the statistical and data mining models 
used are compliant with various rules and regulations.  Encapsulating a statistical or data 
mining model in PMML, checking that the model is compliant, using a scoring engine, and 
keeping database logs of which model was used for scoring provides a simple methodology 
for meeting these requirements. 

 
In this paper, we describe the design and implementation of an open source PMML-based scoring 
engine called Augustus.  We also describe two case studies that use it. 
 
2. Requirements 
 
In this section, we describe the main requirements that motivated the design of the Augustus system. 
 
Self-describing models.  The first requirement is to view statistical and data mining models as first 
class, self-describing objects.  When this requirement is supported, it is straightforward to exchange 
models between applications, manage them using a database or repository, and audit them for 
compliance related purposes.   
 
Standards-compliant.  The second requirement is for Augustus to be standards-compliant when 
feasible.   
 
Event-based data mining process model.  The third requirement is for Augustus to support an event-
based data mining process model.  One such model is described in [Grossman:2005a].   An event-based 
data mining process model a) processes a stream of events, b) forms feature or state vectors by 
transforming and aggregating these events, c) scores the feature vectors using a model to produce scores, 
and then d) processes the scores using rules or other transformations to produce alerts and reports. 
 
Interoperability.  The fourth requirement is for Augustus to be interoperable with other data mining 
applications.  This was interpreted as Augustus components should have clearly defined inputs, outputs 
and APIs, and have behavior that was completely determined by the inputs, and therefore should be able 
to interoperate with any other components that were similarly designed. 
 
Encapsulate data preparation.  The fifth requirement is for Augustus to isolate and encapsulate data 
preparation. 
 
Encapsulate deployment.  The sixth requirement is for Augustus to isolate and encapsulate deployment 
related issues in what the PMML Working Group sometimes refers to as a deployment package.  A 
deployment package describes the data sources and data targets, post-processing of scores, various 
metadata required for operating the application, and related information.   
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3. Design 
 
PMML components.  Augustus uses the standard components of PMML to define the inputs, outputs, 
parameters, and transformations required by statistical and data mining models.  In particular, Augustus 
supports the following PMML components: 
 

• A data dictionary is used to define the fields that are potential inputs or outputs of models. 
 
• A mining schema is used to identify the specific fields used by a model.  The mining schema is a 

subset of the data dictionary that is specific for a given model, while the data dictionary contains 
information that does not vary from model to model.  For example, the mining schema defines 
the dependent variable for a predictive model and specifies whether a given field should be used 
as input to a model. 

 
• The transformation dictionary defines derived fields using one or more mining fields.  A number 

of different types of transformations are supported, including normalization, discretization, value 
mapping and aggregation. 

 
• The specific parameters required to define a model are defined using one or more PMML 

elements specific to that model. 
 
 
Augustus components.  The current version of Augustus consists of the following main components. 
 

• A data management component called a Unitable is part of the Augustus kernel. A UniTable is 
broadly similar to a data frame in the R system [R:2006].  It contains data fields arranged in 
columns, that may be of different types, but all of which have the same number of rows. 

 
• Components for shaping and transforming data.  These components are also part of the Augustus 

kernel. 
 

• Utilities for processing PMML files.  These are collected together in the pmmllib directory in the 
distribution.   

 
• Model specific components.  Currently, Augustus supports baseline models and tree-based 

models [DMG:2006]. These are collected together in the modellib directory in the distribution.   
 

• Run time support.  Augustus provides a general mechanism for reading data into Augustus and 
writing data out of Augustus called anyreader and anywriter, respectively.  For example, 
anyreader can read data from a stream, a file, or a database and put it into a common format for 
further processing by Augustus. These are collected together in the runlib directory in the 
distribution.   

 
• Miscellaneous tools.  The Augustus distribution also includes a number of auxiliary utilities, 

such as configuration utilities, utilities for working with date and time, etc.  For example, there is 
a utility that will create a stub PMML data schema based upon an analysis of a data file. 
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The relationship of these components can be seen in Figure 1. 
 
Segmentation.  The case studies described below required that a large number of different models be 
used, one for each cell in a data cube.   After some experimentation, we settled upon the following 
approach. 
 
We introduced a segmentAssignment PMML-extension of the following form: 
 
<segmentAssignment name= “segmentName”> 
 <segmentAssignmentField name=”miningFieldName”> 
 <segmentAssignmentType name=saType> 
 <segmentParameters> 
 </segmentParameters> 
 etc. 
</segmentAssignment> 
 
where saType is one of the following: regular-segmentation or explicit-segmentation. 
 
Here segmentName is a unique identifier of the given segment assignment, miningFieldName is the 
name of some mining field described earlier in the mining schema, which is the field that will be 
segmented using the given parameters and etc indicates that there can be any number of 
segmentParameters in order. 
 
The segment parameters depend on which of the values for saType was chosen. 
For regular, the segment parameters take the following form: 
 
<segmentParameters> 
 <segmentParameter name=”left-endpoint”>value</segmentParameter> 
 <segmentParameter name=”right-endpoint”>value</segmentParameter> 
 <segmentParameter name=”number-partitions”>value</segmentParameter> 
</segmentParameters> 
 
Here value is any real number for each of the endpoints and is an integer for the number of partitions.  
This will form a given input parameter value for each segment endpoint. 
 
For explicit, the segment parameters take the following form: 
 
<segmentParameters> 
 <segmentParameter value=”someValue” dataType=”someDataType” /> 
</segmentParameters> 
 
Here someValue represents an explicit value of the given data type and someDataType represents a 
defined data type for explicit segmentation.  Currently, the only defined data type for explicit 
segmentation is string.  This will form a given input parameter value for the given value. 
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Augustus creates a separate model for all possible combinations of the given parameter values for each 
parameter as output for this process.  For the example below, Augustus would produce 1,000,000 
different segmented models. 
 
<segmentAssignment name=”timeSegmentation”> 
 <segmentAssignmentField name=”time”> 
 <segmentAssignmentType name=”regular-segmentation”> 
 <segmentParameters> 
  <segmentParameter name=”left-endpoint”>0</segmentParameter> 
  <segmentParameter name=”right-endpoint”>1</segmentParameter> 
  <segmentParameter name=”number-partitions”>10000</segmentParameter> 
 </segmentParamters> 
</segmentAssigment> 
<segmentAssignment name=”incidentSegmentation”> 
 <segmentAssignmentField name=”incidents”> 
 <segmentAssignmentType name=”regular-segmentation”> 
 <segmentParameters> 
  <segmentParameter name=”left-endpoint”>1.7</segmentParameter> 
  <segmentParameter name=”right-endpoint”>2000.45</segmentParameter> 
  <segmentParameter name=”number-partitions”>100</segmentParameter> 
 </segmentParameters> 
</segmentAssignment 
 
Data shaping in Augustus.   Data preparation is usually one of the most time consuming components in 
a data mining project.  Capturing and segregating all the code required to prepare data is not always 
easy.  PMML supports a number of data preparation functions, including functions for normalization, 
discretization, value mapping, and aggregation, which can all be included in PMML’s transformation 
dictionary [PMML:2006]. 
 
On the other hand, PMML code describing data preparation is designed to be written by a machine, not 
by a human.  For this reason, Augustus also allows a user to use Unitable functions and Python to define 
operations and functions required when preparing data. 
 
The following fragment is taken from the Mining Schema describing a model that requires computing 
aggregations with data restricted to a specific data segment.  In this example, the raw data is comprised 
of the fields 'CountType','count', and 'Date' 
 
<MiningField name="count"                 usageType="supplementary"/> 
<MiningField name="AvgContribution"       usageType="active"/> 
<MiningField name="DailyCount"            usageType="supplementary"/> 
<MiningField name="ScaledDailyCount"      usageType="supplementary"/> 
<MiningField name="globalDailyCount"      usageType="supplementary"/> 
<MiningField name="CountType"          usageType="supplementary"/> 
<MiningField name="Date"               usageType="supplementary"/> 
 
Augustus shaping code instantiates these fields as columns in a UniTable.  Shaping code also applies the 
necessary transformations (specified in the Transformation Dictionary) to create some additional 
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columns (AvgContribution, DailyCount, ScaledDailyCount).    For example, here is a PMML fragment 
that specifies how to create the field 'DailyCount' from the fields 'count', and 'Date' 
 
<DerivedField name="DailyCount"> 
  <Aggregate field="count" function="sum" groupField="Date"/> 
</DerivedField> 
 
This example actually creates several new fields as the required function describes the calculation of the 
sum of field 'count' sorted according to groupings of field 'Date'.  Depending on the actual values of 
'Date', there may be zero, one, or many new fields. 
 
 
 
 
4. Implementation 
 
Augustus is implemented in Python but is designed to be interoperable with components designed in 
other languages. 

 
The UniTable class is designed to function as a “Universal Table” that is used by most Augustus 
components.  The UniTable data structure is analogous to an R frame: a table where the columns are 
vectors of equal length, but may be of different types.  It is based on the Python numarray package and 
the Augustus application programming interface attempts to maintain consistency with the numarray 
APIs.   

 
The design goal of UniTable was to create a very fast, efficient object for data shaping, model building, 
and scoring, both in a batch and real-time context.  UniTable’s main features include: 
 

• A file format that matches the native machine memory storage of the data.  This allows for 
memory-mapped access to the data, eliminating the need for data parsing or sequential reading. 

 
• Fast column-oriented vector operations. 
 
• Support for demand driven, rule based calculations.  Derived columns that support data shaping 

can be defined in terms of operations on other columns, including other derived columns, and are 
made available when referenced. 

 
• The ability to support high volume event streams by automatically switching to vector mode 

when behind, and scalar mode when keeping up with individual input events. 
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5. Case Studies 
 
Augustus was used to compute baselines for the application described in [Grossman:2005b].  The goal 
of this application is to detect changes in sensor data measuring traffic in the Chicago region.  We 
emphasize that the goal of this application is to detect unexpected variations or changes in traffic, not 
traffic congestion per se, which is quite easy to identify.   To detect changes, segmentation was used to 
build separate baseline models for each hour of the day (24 hours), for each day of the week (7 days), 
and for approximately 300 different locations (300 locations).  This yielded 24 x 7 x 300 or 50,400 
separate baseline models.  Augustus was used both to build these baseline models and to score real time 
event streams of sensor measurements using these baseline models.  The transformations and 
aggregations for this application were done using PMML-based transformations and UniTable-based 
data shaping functions.   
 
Augustus was also used to compute baselines for the application described in [Bugajski:2005].   The 
goal of this application is to detect data quality and data interoperability issues for a large payments card 
processor.  This application computed separate baselines for several payment fields, in each of several 
different regions, for large numbers of different banks and merchants.  All together over 1,000,000 
separate baselines models were computed.  Again, the transformations and aggregations for this 
application were done using PMML-based transformations and UniTable-based data shaping functions.   
 
6. Related Work 
 
There are several open source data mining applications.  One of the most widely used is the R system 
[R:2006], which has an extensive collection of  statistical and data mining algorithms.   Weka is a 
popular Java™ based data mining application that includes an easy to use graphical user interface 
[Weka:2006]. 
 
At this time, neither R nor Weka are PMML compliant and both are designed as general purpose 
statistical/data mining applications rather than PMML-based scoring engines.   
 
To the best of our knowledge, Augustus is one of the first open source general purpose scoring engines 
that is PMML compliant. 
 
 
7.  Status 
 
We have used Augustus internally for projects for about two years.  Augustus version 0.2.4 was the first 
general release.  Version 0.2.4 was released on Source Forge in December 2005. 
 
We expect to release version 0.3 of Augustus on Source Forge during the third quarter of 2006. 
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8.  Summary and Conclusion 
 
In this paper, we have described the design of an open source PMML-compliant scoring engine called 
Augustus.  Some novel features of Augustus include its support for model segmentation and its use of 
Python to simplify data preparation.  We have also described two case studies that used Augustus. 
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Figure 1.  This figure summarizes the basic architecture of Augustus version 0.2.3.  The shaping 
functions and state management are based upon UniTable.   One or more models may be either defined 
directly or else defined using the PMML-extension segmentation element.  A project can then use one or 
more of the models. 
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